Abstract: Flowshop scheduling deals with determination of optimum sequence of jobs to be processed on some machines in a fixed order so as to satisfy certain scheduling criteria. The general problem of scheduling has been shown to be NP-complete. Exact algorithms, such as integer programming and branch-and-bound, guarantee optimality but do not yield the optimum solution in polynomial time even for problems of small size. Heuristics have been shown to yield good working solutions (not necessarily optimal) in reasonable time. Although much research on the flowshop problem has been done over several decades starting from Johnson's algorithm, only a few good algorithms exist. The Nawaz-Enscore-Ham heuristic, used for minimisation of makespan, continues to be the most popular algorithm because of its simplicity, solution quality and time-complexity. In the present paper we have modified the NEH algorithm, achieving significant improvement in the quality of the solution while maintaining the same algorithmic complexity. The proposed approach derives its strength from the use of a population-based technique. Experimental comparisons have been made on a large number of randomly generated test problems of varying problem sizes. Our approach is shown to outperform both the original NEH and NEH's best-known competitor to date, the HFC heuristic. Statistical tests of significance are performed to substantiate the claims of improvement.
Introduction: the problem
The problem of the assignment of times to a set of jobs for processing through a series of machines has long received the attention of researchers. A great deal of research has been carried out in manufacturing scheduling. The practical importance of such problems is great, as scheduling plays a significant role in successful production, planning and control. A variety of scheduling algorithms have been developed over the past years to address different production systems. Two common problems that appear regularly in the scheduling literature of the past 40 years are flowshop scheduling and jobshop scheduling. In flowshop scheduling it is generally assumed that the jobs must be processed on the machines in the same technological or machine order. In jobshop scheduling, on the other hand, jobs are usually processed following different machine orders.
In the flowshop scheduling problem, n jobs are to be processed on m machines. The order of the machines is fixed. We assume that a machine processes one job at a time and a job is processed on one machine at a time without preemption. Let t p (i, j ) denote the processing time of job j on machine i and t c (i, j ) denote the completion time of job j on machine i. Let J j denote the j th job and M i be the ith machine. The completion times of the jobs are obtained as follows. For i = 1, 2, . . . , m and j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Makespan is defined as the completion time of the last job, that is, makespan is denoted by t c (M m , J n ) . We obtain the n-job sequence that minimises the makespan.
The search space consists of n! possible job sequences. The problem is NP-complete and exhaustive enumeration of all n! sequences is computationally prohibitive.
In the present paper we present an efficient deterministic heuristic for solving the n-job, m-machine flowshop scheduling problem. The algorithm seeks to improve upon the famous NEH (Nawaz et al., 1983) method. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we provide the background information necessary to understand the present paper, Section 3 explains why the NEH algorithm continues to be important till today, Section 4 discusses the proposed approach, Section 5 derives the algorithmic complexity, Section 6 presents comparative experimental results and finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions.
Previous work
Currently available heuristics for solving flowshop scheduling problems can be broadly divided into two categories: constructive heuristics and improvement heuristics. A constructive heuristic generates a schedule of jobs so that once a decision is taken it cannot be changed for improvement. An improvement heuristics starts with an initial sequence of jobs and an attempt is made to improve the objective function by amending the sequence. The scheduling approach generally cited as the foundation technique is the one developed by Johnson (1954) who presented a simple constructive method to minimise the makespan for n-job, two-machine scheduling problems. In Johnson's method, job J i is scheduled first or last according to whether t 1i or t 2i is min{t ji }. After removing the scheduled job from the list, the next job is scheduled to the next available position (starting at the beginning or at the end of the schedule) following the same min{t ji } criterion. The process continues till the last job is included. The simplicity and guaranteed optimality of Johnson's algorithm led many researchers to extend his idea to the general case of n-jobs, m-machine problems, but without success. Palmer (1965) proposed a solution to the general (n, m) problem by computing a slope index to give priorities to jobs to proceed from one machine to another and then sequencing the jobs in descending order of the slope index. Campbell et al. (1970) (or CDS for short) proposed a generalisation of Johnson's method. They developed m − 1 artificial two-machine problems from the original m-machine problem and solved them using Johnson's algorithm. The best sequence is taken as the final solution. Dannenbring (1977) , too, used Johnson's algorithm and proposed two neighbourhood schemes to be implemented for exploring (possibly) improved solutions. With the 'rapid access with close order search (RACS)' neighbourhood, n − 1 new sequences are examined based on adjacent job interchanges and the best one is selected; the other neighbourhood, the 'rapid access with extensive search (RAES)', uses the best immediate neighbour and was shown to be superior to RACS. Ignall and Schrage (1965) used branch-and-bound to develop an optimisation algorithm for three-machine flowshop problems. Other examples of the use of the branchand-bound technique include Lomnicki (1965) , Brown and Lomnicki (1966) and Bestwick and Hastings (1976) . Nawaz et al. (1983) proposed a heuristics (refereed to as the NEH) that gave priority to jobs with large total processing times. A heuristic method based on minimising the idle time of the last machine was proposed by Sarin and Lefoka (1993) . Koulamas (1998) presented a simple constructive heuristics capable of producing non-permutation schedules. The algorithm works in two phases: the first phase generates a permutation schedule which then is fed to the second phase; the second phase improves upon the sequence obtained in the first phase by generating a non-permutation schedule.
Relevance of NEH
Despite the existence of a plethora of flowshop scheduling heuristics, the NEH method continues to be the best constructive heuristic method because of its simplicity, solution quality and time complexity. Johnson's two-machine scheme gives the optimal makespan, but fails to generalise to m-machine problems. Park's (1981) study, comparing CDS, NEH and other heuristics, demonstrates that NEH is the 'least biased and best-operated' of the heuristics tested on both small-sized (n = 3 -9, m = 4 -20) and medium-sized (n = 15 -30, m = 4 -20) problems and that the CDS comes next. As far as computation time is concerned, for large problems NEH outperformed the CDS but was outperformed by the Gupta (1971) algorithm (the NEH times were not unacceptably large, though). Nawaz et al. argue that their algorithm will continue to perform well for large problem sizes (m, n ≥ 100). They also point out that for large problems where the number of machines greatly exceeds the number of jobs, CDS is likely to outperform NEH, because the former's effectiveness is dependent on the number of machines while the latter's on the number of jobs. Now, Park's study did not include Dannenbring's (1977) work and as mentioned by Turner and Booth (1987) , Dannenbring's RAES is superior to CDS. Turner and Booth also observed that NEH proved to be more efficient than RAES on both measures of performance (makespan and CPU time). Sarin and Lefoka (SL) have shown that NEH is more effective than their SL when the number of machines is ≤ 100 but is inferior for larger m.
The proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm builds the n-job sequence incrementally and thus is a constructive method. What leads to its improved performance is its use of a group of promising partial solutions at each stage (i.e. as each new job is added to the sequence). Here is an outline of the method: 1 For each job i, find the total processing time T i which is given by
where t p (j, i) is the processing time of job i on machine j .
2 Sort the n jobs on descending order of their total processing times.
3 Take the first four jobs from the sorted list and form 4! = 24 partial sequences (each of length 4). The best k (k is a parameter of the algorithm) out of these 24 partial sequences are selected for further processing. The relative positions of jobs in any partial sequence is not altered in any later (larger) sequence.
4 Set z = 5.
5 The zth job on the sorted list is inserted at each of the z positions in each of the k (z − 1)-job partial sequences, resulting in z × k z-job partial sequences.
6 The best k out of the z × k sequences are selected for further processing.
7 Increment z by 1.
8 If z > n, accept the best of the k n-job sequences as the final solution and stop. Otherwise go to step 5.
Computational complexity
In this section we derive the algorithmic complexity of the proposed scheme.
Step 1 of our algorithm computes a sum of m terms for each of the n jobs and is thus of complexity
(mn).
Step 2 involves sorting n items and can be implemented using any good algorithm from the literature. Quicksort (Cormen et al., 1990) , with an average-case complexity of (n lg n), is a natural choice.
Step 3 takes a constant amount of time.
Steps 5 -8 together take a total time given by
where TMS(z) denotes the time to compute the makespan for a z-job partial sequence.
For a direct comparison with NEH, we note that the total number of enumerations (of partial and complete sequences) in the present method is
The number of enumerations in NEH was shown (Nawaz et al., 1983 ) to be
which, clearly, is (n 2 ). Thus the asymptotic time complexity of our method is the same as that of NEH.
Experimental results
The algorithm was run on 28 different problem sizes (n = 12, 18, 24, 30, 40, 50, 100 and m = 5, 10, 15, 20). For each problem size, 15 independent problem instances were created. Each problem instance corresponds to a new t p matrix: each processing time (t p (., .) value) was independently obtained from a uniform random u(1,99) discrete distribution. Table 1 shows makespan values (averaged over 15 independent instances) obtained by the original NEH and the proposed algorithm for two values of k: 6 and 24. These values of k are only representative. We did not attempt any tuning for the parameter k. These results bring out the superiority of the proposed approach. Tables 2 and 3 show results of statistical tests of significance for two separate cases (k = 6 and k = 24). Each test suite (recall that one test suite comprises 15 independent instances) gives us 15 pairs of makespan values and we thus have a paired comparison. For each test suite, the mean and the standard deviation of the 15 differences in makespan are easily obtained. The difference in each instance is obtained by subtracting the makespan of the proposed scheme from the NEH makespan. We now test the hypothesis that the population corresponding to the differences has mean, µ, zero. Specifically, we test the (null) hypothesis µ = 0 against the alternative µ > 0. We assume that the makespan difference is a normal random variable, and choose the significance level α = 0.5. If the hypothesis is true, the random variable t = √ Nx − µ s has a t-distribution with N − 1 degrees of freedom (Kreyszig, 1972) . The critical value c is obtained from the relation 24  20  15  2530  2492  2477  13  30  5  15  1819  1816  1811  14  30  10  15  2149  2129  2116  15  30  15  15  2566  2537  2519  16  30  20  15  2892  2842  2823  17  40  5  15  2274  2272  2272  18  40  10  15  2689  2673  2657  19  40  15  15  3125  3076  3052  20  40  20  15  3459  3419  3394  21  50  5  15  2817  2814  2814  22  50  10  15  3157  3135  3115  23  50  15  15  3615  3595  3572  24  50  20  15  4040  3975  3946  25  100  5  15  5473  5470  5470  26  100  10  15  5820  5796  5794  27  100  15  15  6243  6209  6193  28  100  20  15  6660  6593  6580 Prob(t > c) = α = 0.05
From the standard tables of t-distribution, we have for 14 degrees of freedom c = 1.76. For example, the first entry in Table 1 corresponds to sample size = N = 15, µ = 0, sample mean =x = 3.467, sample standard deviation = s = 5.678 and the sample t = √ 15(3.467 − 0)/5.678 = 2.33. Since t > 1.76, we conclude that the difference is statistically significant. Two additional metrics have been used to quantify the improvement. These are the Average Relative Percentage Deviation (ARPD) and the Maximum Percentage Deviation (MPD). These metrics are defined as follows (MS in the equations below stands for makespan and H represents the proposed heuristic):
Clearly, the best possible performance corresponds to both ARPD and MPD being zero.
The experimental results show that our method is superior to NEH. To our knowledge, the HFC heuristic (Koulamas, 1998) is the only competitor of NEH to date, but as the author of HFC admits, the HFC is no better than NEH for permutation flowshop problems (HFC is better than NEH only for non-permutation problems). Thus the proposed heuristics is better than HFC, too. 
Conclusions
This paper presented a new deterministic heuristic for permutation flowshop scheduling by modifying the classic NEH algorithm (Nawaz et al., 1983) . The proposed algorithm is elegant, easy to implement, yields solutions of better quality than NEH does and yet has the same order of computational complexity as NEH. Our results have been shown to be statistically significantly better than those produced by the best deterministic method known to date. Given the fact that the NEH is still the best deterministic heuristic for this class of problems and that the proposed method outperforms NEH, our algorithm should serve as a framework for further research into permutation flowshop sequencing.
